
Space Walk #272

3-5 years MultiageAGE GROUP

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
This is a group activity to help make the concept of gravity more visual and will suit

large or small groups just by modifying the number of blocks you set out.

First explain or show children how astronauts need to be tied to a special cord that

keeps them anchored to the ship otherwise they could just float away into space like

a balloon 

Begin with everyone sitting on the mat/blanket/cushions to start as this becomes

the space ship.

Scatter the blocks around out in front of the children away from the ‘ship’ where

they are sitting.

Choose the first astronaut to go on a space walk and tie a long length of twine or

ribbons around their waist. Pass the other end to their fellow astronauts and tell

them to hold as their friend begins to ‘float’ out to pick up a block then help them

come back in. 

If you have a large group I would suggest 2-3 children going out to walk at one time

to ensure the other astronauts aren’t growing bored while everyone has a turn!

When all the blocks have been retrieved challenge children to build something

together for their spaceship.

Challenging My

Gross  Motor 

Muscles

Blanket or mat to sit on (or

your space dramatic play

area).

Twine or ribbon

Blocks - at least 1 for each

child. 

Pictures or video of real

astronauts walking outside

of a spaceship.

Baby & Toddler

Exploring & using 

my senses
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EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Set up the space ship with dramatic play props and open ended

materials so children can extend on their play independently. 

Play tug of war with a rope outside to practice more pulling

movements.

Pretend to float in space to some slow music then walk forward

quickly when the music changes to a faster tempo.

Exploring & using 

my senses


